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You’re hired

Lawrence Cocorachio (left), Maintenance
Re-let Manager, and Dave Philips
(centre), Manager, with the apprentices

DWP Housing Partnership has
taken on seven apprentices this
academic year – more than ever
before.
They are all on day-release or
at night school studying for
qualifications in plumbing,
electrical installation, plastering
and carpentry.

GoSecure
comes to UK

NEXT GENERATION

Trevor Struck, formerly Product
Manager at Hamworthy Heating,
is taking on the new role of
Area Sales Manager for Central
Southern England.

Rebecca Thomas has joined the
Hale Events team as Accounts &
Office Administrator. Following its
acquisition of the Hotel, Catering &
Retail Show last year, the company
now runs five successful trade
shows.

A major North American cyber
security business has launched
in the UK as more companies
understand the need to protect
their systems.
GoSecure in the UK is a subsidiary
of Dorset-based C3IA Solutions,
one of only 13 businesses to be
certified by the government’s new
National Cyber Security Centre.
Heading GoSecure is RAF veteran
and experienced cyber security
expert Peter Villiers.

Jack and Mark Cook

When Mark Cook, Managing
Director and Founder of MC Plan
& Site Services first started out,
little did he anticipate it would
ultimately become a family
business.
However, this award winning
Independent Corporate Approved
Inspector company has welcomed
the arrival of Jack Cook, Mark and
Helen’s son.
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Mayor of Bournemouth Cllr Eddie Coope

On 27th January 2017 the Mayor
of Bournemouth will be hosting
a charity Fire Walk raising funds
for four local charities. It will be
a chance to have one of the most
exciting evenings of your life! The
Mayor himself will also cross the
trail of fire.
Fire Walkers will have two hours of
‘training’ before the walk is held at
6.30pm at The Cumberland Hotel,
Bournemouth.

Sponsors of this exhilarating
event include Bournemouth Vision
Centre of Southbourne, Wilton
Funeral Services and Just Shutters.
Said Mayor of Bournemouth
Cllr Eddie Coope, ‘Come and
join me – as individuals or as a
corporate team – for a night of
adventure! Meet new friends and
help raise money for four local
charities.’
Register on https://goo.gl/3KYKmY
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Bond Williams Professional
Recruitment has welcomed Chris
Pestell to the firm’s HR division as
Head of HR Recruitment. Chris has
vast expertise with over 10 years’
recruitment experience within
the HR, finance and logistics
sectors. Having worked within the
interim, permanent and executive
market place, he has successfully
recruited across the country.
Working closely alongside Claire
Bond, Chris will head the team
and is charged with continuing
to develop strong brand and
relationships within the HR sector
across the region.

Poole-based eLearning For You
has appointed Jayne King, an
experienced Office Manager to
lead the customer support team.
Along with sister company,
Affinity Training, eLearning For
You is recognised and endorsed
by City & Guilds, Skills for Care and
Qualsafe.
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Small businesses feeling
confident post-Brexit
Despite months of widespread fear and uncertainty following British
voters’ decision to leave the EU, it seems that UK small businesses
remain largely hopeful.
Whilst widespread doom and gloom has been portrayed around Brexit
in the media, research from Boost Capital shows that the perception of
one of the biggest political events of our time may not be as disastrous
as first thought.
Boost Capital interviewed 500 UK small businesses in association with
OnePoll and revealed that 90% of respondents stated that they didn’t
regret their vote in the Brexit referendum earlier this year.
Key Statistics from Boost Capital’s Brexit Survey:
 43% of respondents voted to stay as part of the EU.
 58% are not taking any precautions to protect their businesses
against Brexit.
 72% are not expecting to expand their workforce in next 12 months.
 46% believe that foreign workers should be allowed, but with
restrictions.
 Those living in the north east have the most certainty that their
businesses will be affected within the next 12 months as a result
(47.7%).
As we wait for the tirggering of Article 50 and the full negotiations for
Brexit to begin it is important to start 2017 in a positive and proactive
manner.
I wish you all a healthy and prosperous new year.

Editor – Gill Bevis
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mailing list on 01425 471500.
Opinions expressed within this publication are those of the contributors and not necessarily of the publisher. Every
effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the contents of The Business, but legal responsibility cannot be accepted for
errors, omissions or misleading statements. The Business is fully protected by copyright. Nothing contained within
this magazine may be reprinted or reproduced in whole or in part without the written permission of the publisher.
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Commercial Insurance &
Risk Management Solutions

Poole Harbour Boat Show

As the first independent insurance broker in Dorset to have achieved Chartered Broker status, and
cementing ourselves in the Top 100 Brokers in the UK, you can be sure to receive the service you
deserve.

•
•
•
•

A dedicated team of commercial insurance advisers
will be on hand to help you
Competitive premiums from the UK’s leading
insurers
Policies tailored to the needs of your business
Discounts and enhancements negotiated on behalf
of our clients
Free risk management service for every customer
to help with issues ranging from health & safety to
training

www.alan-thomas.co.uk

Contact us for a free review of
your insurance arrangements
and a no obligation quotation:

01202 754900
info@alan-thomas.co.uk

Alan & Thomas Insurance Group is a trading name of Alan & Thomas Insurance
Brokers Ltd who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

WPR

Wordcaster Public Relations
Business News

The Secret of Success is not to be a Secret
Tel 01202 874079 • gareth@wordcaster.net

New app transforming receptions

Alan & Thomas have been providing insurance and risk management solutions
for businesses, organisations, charities and private individuals for over 40 years.

•

sponsored by:

Sunseeker is once again confirmed as the main sponsor for this year’s
Poole Harbour Boat Show which takes place from 19th-21st May. This
will be the third year the British luxury motor yacht manufacturer has
supported the south coast’s biggest-ever free to attend boat show.
Sibbett Gregory, Elite Signs, Bournemouth Colour Print and Bates
Wharf have once again pledged support for the boat show which will
be held on Poole Quay and at PHC’s award-winning marina Poole Quay
Boat Haven.
This year the show coincides with Poole hosting European Maritime
Day with more than 1,000 maritime professionals from around the world
heading to Poole for a conference and exhibition.

Old style visitor books in care
homes could soon be a thing
of the past – thanks to a new
reception app developed by a
Hampshire company.
Digital agency MediaBase
Direct has launched an electronic
replacement for the traditional
sign-in book.
It is transforming reception
areas and giving them a modern,
hi-tech feel and allays concerns
over the lack of privacy for visitors
and residents in an open visitor
Business Development Consultant
book. It is already being taken up Laurence Bohmer with MediaBase
Direct’s CARE by LEADR reception app
by a string of care homes across
the south,
Each CARE app is supplied with a bespoke dashboard, allowing
care homes to view real-time visitor information and other important
statistics. Also staff and contractor time sheets can be easily produced
confidentially.
The app retails for £29.99 a month, excluding VAT.

+ www.leadrreception.com/care

Olly Murs to play
Kings Park concert

“We’re proud to call
B4B our digital
marketing partner.”

“Their activity has resulted in us winning new business, increasing our online presence and enhancing our reputation
locally as a leading telecommunications provider.” Lee Butler Director Town & Country Communications

web design & development • search engine optimisation • pay per click • lead generation
email marketing • PR • social media marketing • media production • branding
graphic design • printing • branded workwear • promotional gifts • business software

01202 684400 www.bespoke4business.com

Pop idol Olly Murs has
announced an outdoor
concert in Kings Park,
Bournemouth, on
Saturday, 5th August.
The popular singersongwriter is one of
British music’s biggest
stars with record sales
exceeding 10 million.
Up to 10,000 fans are
expected to descend on
the park for the event.
To book tickets go to
http://ollyinthepark.co.uk
For hospitality bookings call 01202 255161.

Salisbury Big Business Event
The Salisbury Big Business Event is back in 2017 and will be coming
to Salisbury from the 25th-27th April in The Guildhall and Market
Place. This event is organised by Salisbury City Council, Wiltshire
Council, Salisbury Federation of Small Businesses, Salisbury Business
Improvement District, Blue Frontier, Salisbury Journal and Salisbury
Chamber of Commerce and is now in its sixth year.

+ www.salisburybigbusiness.co.uk
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Rothmans Chartered
Accountants, one of the south’s
leading accountancy firms, has
opened its first office on the Isle of
Wight, due to growing demand for
its services. The new office is based
at Ryde, the ‘Gateway to the Island’.
Just a quarter (28%) of British
mortgage borrowers have ever
switched provider in search of a
better deal, according to research
from online mortgage broker
Trussle. The study of over 4,000
people, carried out by YouGov,
found that mortgage holders were
more than twice as likely (63%) to
have switched energy provider,
than their current mortgage lender,
despite the annual savings from
doing so being far lower.
Southampton is such a vibrant
place to live and work that more
than a quarter of its graduates are
staying on in the area, according
to business and financial adviser
Grant Thornton UK LLP.
Meyers, the dynamic, customer
and community focused, 24/7
estate agency in Dorchester has
expanded with new offices in
Wareham and Poole.
Business mortgage
enquiries in October more
than doubled (132%) on the same
period last year, according to data
from the National Association
of Commercial Finance Brokers’
(NACFB) findSMEfinance platform.
Global workspace provider
Regus has opened its first
facility in Salisbury based at Cross
Keys House on Queens Street,
overlooking Market Square.
A CBI survey of over 800
businesses – supported by Deloitte
and Hays – shows that 70% of
respondents plan to increase or
maintain their innovation spending
following the vote to leave the
EU. Only 7% plan to reduce their
investment.

Fit for work with
TMD and Soho Gyms
Poole
manufacturer
celebrates
50 years of
trading
1967 was an exciting time in
packaging terms, new processes
had been developed and British
packaging companies were
growing, beginning to shape
the global industry that we
know today.
Shrinkwrap Machinery Co Ltd’s
history goes back as far as 1956
when David Frith, the founder of
the business, set up a company
called Unity Designs. Here,
working with ICI on its newly
developed plastics, he designed
and produced the first ever
shrink wrapping equipment
for the packaging industry.
In 1967 he capitalised on his
original invention by setting up
Shrinkwrap Machinery Co Ltd
which has run successfully ever
since and is now headed up by
his sons Peter and Jeremy Frith.
Over the years as the shrink
wrapping process was adopted
across a wide range of industries
and applications, Shrinkwrap
became a household name; a
generic term for a packaging
process and a packaging
material.
Shrinkwrap Machinery
Co Ltd is an original shrink
wrap packaging equipment
manufacturer, now in its 50th
year of trading with a pedigree
that extends way before
that. The company remains
independent with a team that is
passionate about what they do.
The developers and designers
continue to build machines here
in the UK from scratch.

Staycation
For all your PR, marketing and
event requirements.

ROUTEpr are here to help.
Visit us at: www.routepr.agency
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According to research compiled
by cottages.com, more Brits
are likely to holiday at home
this year with 76% of us already
planning a staycation for 2017.

Eytan and Michelle Krips with Neil Cook, Ellis Jones Solicitors

Hotel purchase is ‘vote of
confidence’ in Bournemouth

Taylor Made Designs UK Ltd (TMD) has supplied Soho Gyms with its
brand new employee uniform. An incredibly popular and growing
central London business, Soho Gym staff have recently been fitted out
with Dri Tech Contrast t-shirts, zip up cardigans and tracksuit bottoms,
all branded with the company’s logo either on the left arm or with
a bold message on the back. Soho Gym also used the TMD bespoke
service to create garments using its specific colours, branding and usage
needs.
In addition, Soho Gyms has taken stock of 4-digit combination
padlocks featuring its company branding, along with t-shirts for
members who join the Soho Academy. With 10 sites and approximately
10 staff per site, the company was keen to use the multi-site delivery
service, which TMD can offer.
With on-going ordering set up, it’s set to be a fit and healthy future for
TMD and Soho Gyms!

+ www.taylormadedesigns.co.uk

The new owners of a prominent Bournemouth hotel say the purchase
is a ‘vote of confidence’ in the resort. The Dorset Hotel Ltd has acquired
Hotel Collingwood on the West Cliff from the Clarke family for a seven
figure sum.
Directors Eytan and Michelle Krips are now planning a major upgrade
at the three star hotel, beginning with the installation of a state of the art
heating system costing up to £100,000. They are also creating an extra
two jobs as well as investing in further training for the existing 30-strong
workforce.
Ellis Jones Solicitors acted as legal advisers for the purchase of Hotel
Collingwood with Neil Cook, Head of Business Services, handling the deal.

MVM celebrates 50th anniversary
Almost to the day, Poole-based MVM Sheet Metal Fabrications Ltd
celebrated its 50th anniversary with a party at the Haven Hotel in
Sandbanks.
The current owner and Managing Director, Colin Hunt, hosted the
event attended by the current workforce, former employees and guests.

REVEALED: THE ANATOMY OF CONTENT
MARKETING FOR SMALL BUSINESSES
Axonn Media has launched a free-to-use interactive web page for small
business owners to get-to-grips with the components often needed to
help make their content marketing efforts stand-out.

+ www.axonn.media/content-marketing/anatomy-of-content-marketing

Keeping it
in the family

Uniform Management
& Branded Products
01202 473311

www.taylormadedesigns.co.uk
taylormadedesigns.co.uk

Salisbury fine
jewellers
W. Carter & Son
celebrate 200
years in business

Family business is the backbone
of the UK economy, and new
research released recently by
the Institute for Family Business
reveals the important role family
businesses play in driving the
overall growth and development
of the UK economy – particularly
in the south west.
The UK family business sector
continues to play a vital role
in driving economic growth,
with an estimated 800 new jobs
created each day in 2015
There are almost 470,000 family
run firms in the south west
Family firms’ share of regional
employment is high in the
south west (43%)
Annual turnover in family firms
increased by 6% – reaching
£1.4trn nationally

The owners and staff of
W. Carter & Son
A discrete notice published in the
Salisbury and Winchester Journal
dated 10th March 1817 heralds
the beginnings of a business that
will go on to trade for 200 years.
On 10th March 2017, W. Carter
& Son of Minster Street in
Salisbury will begin celebrations
to mark this incredible success
story, making it the oldest family
business in Wiltshire and to have
traded from the same premises
for two centuries.

Environmental award win
The Dolphin Shopping
Centre in Poole has
been recognised for its
environmental efforts
and has been announced
as a winner at the 2016
Green Apple Awards for
the Built Environment and
Architectural Heritage.
Accepting the Estate
Management for Pollution
Reduction award at a
ceremony at the Houses
of Parliament, the Dolphin
Roger Wolens, The Green Organisation;
Shopping Centre was
Eloise Flinter, Deja Vu; and John Grinnell,
acknowledged for its work
Dolphin Shopping Centre
with retailers that offer
sustainable products and get the local community engaged which
complement its ambition to be recognised as a sustainable centre.
The Dolphin Shopping Centre’s winning entry focused on its work with
retailer Déjà Vu Upcycling
The Green Apple Awards are the country’s major recognition for
environmental endeavour.

Volunteer Marshals from
Poole’s regular weekly bike meet
on Poole Quay have made a
donation of £1,500 on behalf of
Poole Dream Machines to local
charity, Dorset DocBike.
Members of Creative
Coverage, which represents
selected professional artists and
craftspeople is putting on a major
exhibition from 14th January,
2017 and runs for three months at
The New Forest Centre Gallery in
Lyndhurst.
Good Energy has launched
a new online platform, allowing
businesses to choose where
their energy comes from for the
first time. The platform, named
‘Selectricity’, matches businesses
with local renewable energy
generators, providing them with
more control and hour by hour
visibility of their usage.

+ www.goodenergy.co.uk/selectricity
Portsmouth’s leisure
facilities are set for more
than £1m investment and
improvements after Portsmouth
City Council awarded BH Live a
10 year contract to manage six
venues in the city.
QuoStar, the Bournemouthbased IT consultancy, has paired
up with local professional services
firm Inspire to raise over £20k for
four charities across Hampshire,
Dorset and the Isle of Wight at a
Christmas lunch held at the Hilton
Bournemouth on 2nd December.
Bellissimo Weddings won
‘The Best Wedding Planner’ in
South West at The Wedding
Industry Awards for the second
year running.
Estates Gazette awarded the
title of ‘Most Active Agency in
Wiltshire’ to Myddelton & Major.
It is the fifth year in succession
that the Salisbury-based firm has
received this prestigious award.
The Hotels & Leisure
Division of Goadsby
Commercial has reported a
successful end to 2016 with three
notable hotel sales.
Following on from the sale Riviera
Hotel in the autumn, the Pinedale,
Ullswater and Collingwood Hotels
have all recently changed hands.
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It’s the future… yeah, baby!

Television star
backs volunteer fair

The world of Austin Powers is
already with us as even technodinosaurs like myself admit that
fossil fuels will eventually be
superseded despite the protests of
in
those cryongenically frozen both

ALDI IS COMING TO WEYMOUTH
DJ Property has
announced that ALDI
has been granted
planning permission for
a new supermarket in
Chickerell, creating up
to 50 new jobs. The store
will have a store area of
approx. 1,254 sq m (net)
and construction will
take place during 2017
with a view to opening
later in the year.

mind and inclination.
Through guilt and subliminal
messaging, we all recycle, we
all switch off the lights and turn
down the heating not just to save
money (well, we should be) but like
rome in us demands barking
all petrolheads, the Clarkson synd
exhausts and deft gear changes…

Well, not anymore.
, many of us will be
By accident, design or kind invitation
iendly propulsion in our
et-fr
plan
and
encountering the hushed
ingly employed, will deliver
daily commute that electricity, cunn
r!
eithe
for us – and that’s not a tube train
modern times dreamed
to
n
retur
his
upon
rs
Whilst Austin Powe
effortless release
and
stealth
of throbbing V12 E-Types, it’s the
that sees you
plug
pin
three
estic
of power supplied by your dom
of smugness
trace
a
with
ourts
forec
ed
stain
l
wafting past diese
s sense’ not so far to the back
and the mantra ‘you know it make
of your mind.
motoring gizmos and so
Carbon fibre with batteries, modern
exhaust pipe (for there
no
r,
few moving parts, no oil, no wate
s to make immediate
ation
oper
few
ous
is no exhaust) and preci
e
a chok knob to hang your
progress, there will never again be
hybrid to those with discreet
(from
handbag on. The electric car
future and having driven
the
is
ders)
exten
e
petrol driven rang
r, I am going to look at
one loaned by a local prestige deale
and alas perhaps less
new
e
whol
a
my old MGB Roadster in
.
light
complimentary

ess

Nigel P. Hedges, the small voice in busin

BT ordered to legal
ly split
from Openreach by
Ofcom
Ofcom has

ordered BT to split
from Openreach by
creating a
separate division wit
h its own board.
Dave Millett of indepe
ndent telecoms bro
kerage Equinox
says, ‘In my view thi
s does not go far eno
ugh
because BT will
still presumably sup
ply the money for the
investment into
Openreach – so wh
o holds the purse str
ings? If it’s still BT,
which is what it app
ears to be, then the
y still hold the pow
So, this new “legal
er.
entity” means very
little and will produc
very little change. It
e
also appears that Op
enreach will not be
answerable to the pub
lic. So again, no cha
nge from the curren
situation. And finally
t
, who appoints the
board? Again, BT. So
just what sort of a spl
it is this?
‘This is against a bac
kdrop of the UK lag
ging Europe in terms
of availability of fib
re to the home, the
fact that many small
businesses have no
access to fast broadb
and and from our ow
experience many rur
n
al areas have effect
ively no broadband
whatsoever. Overall
when will Ofcom rea
lise that BT will do
anything to slow dow
n the process and inh
ibit the freedoms
of other suppliers?
And why don’t Ofcom
do what they
should have done all
along and totally spl
it them off into two
completely separate
companies – with no
overlaps.’
See more here:

www.ofcom.org.uk/about-ofc
om/latest/media/media-rele
ases/
2016/update-on-plans-to-ref
orm-openreach
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Simon King

Safe and secure mailboxes

Wildlife presenter Simon King is inviting budding volunteers to change
their lives for the better at the New Forest’s number one volunteering
event.
The New Forest Volunteer Fair is organised by the New Forest National
Park Authority and brings together dozens of local groups to help
potential volunteers find their perfect role.
After last year’s record attendance, hundreds of people are again
expected to visit the free fair on Sunday 29th January. Open from
10.30am to 4pm at Lyndhurst Community Centre, the fair showcases
opportunities from groups including the National Trust, Forestry
Commission, Girlguiding Foxlease, Minstead Training Trust and more
than 30 others.

Whether you work from home and would prefer a professional
correspondence address, or have an established business and want
to expand into new areas while keeping overheads low, a mail box
can provide the ideal solution. You’ll get a real physical box where all
your mail will be safe and secure.
Mail Boxes Etc. provides a full range of services to support the
local business community including professional print solutions.
The Lansdowne-based centre in Bournemouth provides a range of
in-store, short-run digital printing and copy services, including full
colour and black and white photocopying, binding, laminating and
booklet making.
Call 01202 299151.

+ www.newforestnpa.gov.uk/volunteerfair
High
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New British rival to Amazon
opens for sellers to sign up
A new online marketplace offering zero selling fees, better margins and
huge marketing support has opened its doors for professional sellers to
sign up.
Sellers are invited to go to www.OnBuy.com/sell to register with
OnBuy – a British marketplace which is set to shake up online shopping
and will offer thousands of product lines across every retail category.
Cas Paton, Managing Director of OnBuy, which has its headquarters
in Poole, said, ‘OnBuy
has arrived and we
are ready to take on
Amazon and other online
marketplaces.
‘For too long sellers
have had a raw deal,
with their profit margins
squeezed by having to
pay commission on every
product they sell.
‘OnBuy is different –
there
are no selling fees.
Cas Paton
We want to work with
sellers, not against them or in competition with them. We are here to
help them grow their business and customer base.’
OnBuy offers sellers a combination of no sales fees, no hidden fees and
a simple monthly subscription fee of £49 (exc VAT).
The subscription model means that for the vast majority of sellers, the
cost-per-sale is lower than those charged by Amazon and eBay, allowing
vendors to sell at lower prices and pass savings on to customers.

+ www.OnBuy.com

What to look out for in 2017
With the memories of festivities and New Year celebrations
already fading away, we’re getting stuck into 2017 with a look at
what the year has lined up for HR and employment law.
National minimum and living wage
2016 saw the introduction of the national living wage (essentially an
additional band of minimum wage) and from 2017, increases to both
living and minimum wage will take place in April (previously, national
minimum wage changes took place in October each year).
The national living wage (for those aged 25 and over) will increase on
1 April 2017 to £7.50 per hour.
Statutory rates and limits
April usually sees an increase to the statutory payments for time off
work (maternity, paternity, adoption, parental and shared parental
leave) and after two years at the same level, the rates will be
increasing on 10 April 2017, to £140.98 or 90% of normal weekly
earnings (whichever is lower).
Statutory sick pay (SSP) is also increasing on 10 April 2017 to £89.35.
Gender pay gap reporting
Businesses employing 250 or more employees on 5 April 2017
(and each 5 April thereafter) will be required to publish information
regarding the gender pay gap in their organisation. Businesses will
have up to a year to publish the information in a prescribed format
on their own website, as well as uploading the information to a
dedicated government site.
The reporting will include information about the average pay and
bonus pay across the organisation, as well as information on the
number of men and women within each quartile of the company’s
pay distribution.
We are also expecting to see some interesting case decisions in
2017, as well as potentially the start of any legal changes following
the Brexit decision and so employment law and HR will be an
interesting one to watch over the next 12 months!
For any advice and assistance with HR and employment law
throughout the year, please contact Catharine Geddes, Partner and
Head of HR, or another member of LA’s Employment and HR Team.

Please contact Catharine Geddes, Partner, on 01202 786148
catharine.geddes@LA-law.com | www.lesteraldridge.com
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The Entrepreneurs

En garde
The sport of fencing has been
with us for thousands of years in
various forms and styles.
Ancient Egyptian temple
paintings show fencing bouts
over 3000 years ago using sticks,
a recreation that continues
unbroken to this day. The oldest
surviving manuscript on the
subject goes back to 1300, thus
its provenance in history is well
established. Modern fencing
dates from the late 15th century
when civilians began carrying
swords for the first time. By
the mid-17th century the long
and cumbersome rapier had
evolved into the light and easily
manoeuvrable small sword.
For teachers to demonstrate
the skills of swordplay in relative
safety, a practice weapon with
conventions governing its use
was needed and so the foil
emerged. Thus sword fighting

has passed down through the
centuries to what we have today,
the Olympic sport of fencing. In
fact the sport has been in every
modern Olympics from 1896 with
great popularity and attendance
from enthusiasts around the
world.
Today the sport enjoys good
support around the country
from schools, local clubs and
universities and has world class
training facilities in London for
top athletes aiming for Olympic
glory. British Fencing, the
governing body for the sport in
the UK, works continuously to
promote the sport and encourage
people to try it out at one of
the many ‘taster sessions’ run
throughout the country by clubs
at regular intervals. Indeed there
are club’s in Dorset which provide
extensive training for beginners
through to those who wish to

Forget faddy diets

Stay in shape with the new Full Stop Bowl
It was two years ago when Alix
Avery, product designer and
yo-yo dieter had that ‘light-bulb’
moment, to change her eating
habits permanently.
She was having hypnotherapy
and the words ‘your stomach
is the size of an orange’ stayed
with her. She wanted to control
her portion size easily, without
weighing and counting calories
and still eat the food her husband
and three children enjoyed. The
idea for the Full Stop Bowl was
born.
Alix knew that if she could
change her lifestyle and eat
less, easily, rather than diet, put
on weight and diet again, then
others like her could do the same.
The Full Stop Bowl helps you to
do just that.
The attractive, white,
dishwasher safe and
microwavable plastic bowl has a
stomach-shape cut into it which
is a visual reminder of the amount
you should eat at mealtimes.
You can fill it with the food the
rest of the family is eating. It is
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Guide to Success

Know your definition of success

Knowing what success means to you can provide you with incredible
focus, which in turn fuels positive results. What success looks like is very
personal, whether it is a desire to create something new and innovate, a
passion to educate or a drive to reinvent an industry. Don’t be surprised
but money is very rarely the motivator of highly driven entrepreneurs.

compete at the highest level.
Fencing is also a true equality
sport. Both men and women
compete under the same rules
and conditions, although in
separate events and within clubs
men and women can fence each
other if they wish. Although in
the past the sport was perceived
to be elitist, this cannot be said in
today’s world which gives a very
clear message that if you want
to fence the door is open and
everyone is welcome.
Certainly within the clubs of
Dorset the beginner does not
have to purchase any equipment
and the entry fee includes all
clothing, weapons and coaching
covering all three weapons of
foil, epee and sabre. Modern
technology allows the accurate
recording of hits and with

safety equipment of the highest
standards it is a safe sport. Clubs
cater for those who wish to fence
socially as well as the competitive
fencer with all groups enjoying
evenings pursuing the sport
as they wish at their level of
performance.
Espada FC, Bournemouth has
fencers ranging in age from 8 to
80 plus! In addition, a fencing
session can provide great fun
and challenging adventures for
children’s parties, team building
days at work or a presentation at
clubs and societies looking for a
different experience.
For full details of clubs
operating in the county together
with cost, timings and location
contact Brian Speight at
bs@europa-mgt.co.uk

Stay ahead of the game

You can’t afford to have your head in the present and solely
working on the day-to-day running of your business. It’s crucial
to keep one eye focused on the future, including what’s going on in
your industry. Successful entrepreneurs study trends and anticipate
to
what’s coming around the bend. This allows them to nimbly adapt
and evolve.

Achieve a healthy work-life balance

Growing a business requires a lot of your time and energy and successful
entrepreneurs understand it’s important to find a healthy work-life balance.
Set aside time to de-stress and exercise, and make time to catch up with
friends and family. They’ll help re-boot your batteries and inspire you to
persevere with your big dream!

Create a culture

Littledown crowned with
top fitness industry award

recommended that you allow
20 minutes to eat the food: this
gives enough time for the brain to
recognise that you are full. Many
people eat too much, too quickly,
which contributes to weight gain.
Alix says, ‘I invented it because
I needed it. In a time when more
attention is focused on the issues
surrounding obesity, diabetes
and a healthy lifestyle I believe
that the Full Stop Bowl is a helpful
tool to control the amount you
eat without any fuss.’
Designed and manufactured
in Great Britain, and is priced at
£17.99.
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Littledown, one of
the region’s busiest
leisure centres, has
been crowned Local
Authority/Leisure
Trust Gym of the Year
at the 2016 National
Fitness Awards.
The centre is managed by
social enterprise BH Live in
partnership with Bournemouth
Borough Council.
More than 1.1 million visits into
the centre are made each year
from people participating in a
range of activities and sports
including swimming, football,
group exercise classes, gym
sessions, courses, martial arts
and trampolining. The centre is
set in 47 acres of parkland and
is also home to a high ropes
adventure leisure attraction and

children’s play park.
BH Live snapped
up the prestigious
fitness industry
award and is
celebrating its
contribution to
getting more
people of all ages and abilities
more active through improved
services and activities.
Littledown recently underwent
a £1.7m transformation
project, in partnership with
the council, to improve and
extend its facilities. In addition
new gym equipment, fitness
studios, class programming,
multi-site memberships and
activities targeting specific age
groups and health conditions
have significantly boosted
community participation.

It is common that successful businesses, whatever their size, have and
maintain a strong culture. Many entrepreneurial businesses start with an
awesome set of beliefs but as they develop forget this is what makes
them different and ties their team into the business. What is clear is the
truly successful businesses embrace their culture and in fact it evolves
and grows with them. Ensure that those that demonstrate the right
culture and beliefs are recognised and rewarded.

Surround yourself with a great team

The right mentors and strategic partners aren’t the only people
with whom you’ll need to align. Build your staff with smart, talented,
and driven employees who share your vision. Never compromise
on recruitment, invest in your people, ensure you have great
communication and empower your team.

If you are an ambitious entrepreneur and keen to get the ball of
success rolling, get in touch with Inspire’s team of expert advisors
who are right now offering a free strategic review of your business
Please call: 0800 0776410 or email: info@inspire.uk.net
Follow us:
@Inspireacc #BeInspired www.inspire.uk.net

Enabling entrepreneurs
to succeed

FINANCE
+ FINANCE MATTERS

LLOYDS BANK LAUNCHES GLOBAL
GATEWAY TO INTERNATIONAL TRADE
UK businesses can get practical support and guidance to help them access
new markets overseas thanks to a new initiative from Lloyds Bank.
Lloyds Bank has launched a new
International Trade Portal, which
will help transform global trade
for customers, allowing them
to identify the international
opportunities that have the
most potential for their product
or service. It will also allow
businesses to focus their efforts
and identify prospects to grow
overseas and the potential pitfalls
they may face.
The interactive online tool will
allow businesses to:
 search for suppliers and
buyers to work with as trading
partners
 view information on trading
requirements and conditions
for specific markets
 look for real-time public or
private tender opportunities
around the globe
 access market reports, trade
shows and events for their
chosen sectors and countries
 view sanction checks on
potential trade partners
 use an import and export
calculator to optimise shipping
costs
 view live foreign exchange
rates
Andrew Bester, Group Director
and CEO of Commercial Banking,
said, ‘More of our businesses are
trading internationally than ever
before, or looking to do so for the
first time, and they are telling us
they want practical support and
guidance from their bank to help
them explore new markets and
opportunities overseas.
‘This is where our International
Trade Portal can make a real
difference. Our global gateway
to international trade provides
a unique and comprehensive
guide for our business customers
of all sizes, helping them to seize
international opportunities and
grow their business.’
Jo Harris, Managing Director,
Retail Business Banking, said,
‘Our smallest business customers
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Jo Harris
stand to gain the most from
the opportunity to trade
internationally.
‘Small business owners often
struggle to find time to invest into
generating new business, which
is why tools such as this are so
important. The new portal will put
a world of new opportunities at
their fingertips.
‘We hope this tool alongside
our work with the Department
for International Trade, will help
more British businesses to prosper
globally.’
The portal will act as a powerful
insight tool to help deliver the
Group’s commitment to support
5,000 businesses to export for
the first time. The bank is also
working with the Department for
International Trade on a range of
initiatives to encourage British
businesses to export or import.
Bester added, ‘There are many
opportunities for British exporters
to prosper globally. Our teams
of locally-based relationship
managers combined with our
new International Trade Portal
can provide the kind of insight,
support and introductions that
can be invaluable to firms setting
out on their export journey.
‘We were the first British bank to
form a strategic partnership with
the Department for International
Trade to provide advice and
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intelligence to our customers,
and, through our Helping Britain
Prosper Plan, have committed
to help 25,000 new exporters by
2020.’
For more information about
the Lloyds Bank International
Trade Portal visit
www.lloydsbanktrade.com
The Portal will also be linked to
the Department of International
Trade’s new GREAT.gov.uk
digital platform which helps UK
businesses break onto overseas
markets, and take advantage of
the global appetite for UK goods
and services.
By registering, businesses
will become part of a brand
new searchable directory of UK
exporters which government will
use to match their products and
services with worldwide demand.

South west
firm growth
hotspots
revealed
Cornwall and Bristol
have some of the highest
concentrations of fastgrowing businesses in the
country, according to new
research.
The findings have been
revealed by the Enterprise
Research Centre (ERC)
in its annual UK Local
Growth Dashboard. ERC,
a consortium of leading
university business schools,
is the leading UK research
authority on the drivers
behind private sector firm
growth.
The Dashboard shows
that firms across the south
west of England created
41,892 net new jobs in
2014/15 – 6% of the UK
total.

Does your business create the
right 1st impression online?
Are you a business owner and would like to
stand out from your competitors online with
a website that you can control?
Stand out online for all the right reasons

Your content managed website
starting from

£545

Your e-commerce website
starting from

£945
lizzysdesign

Websites Logos Rebrand Signage
Banners Brochures Flyers Leaflets
Posters Van signage and more...

Call 07572 288616
or mail@lizzysdesign.co.uk

SME growth threatened
as three in four are forced
to write off unpaid debts
Over three quarters (76%) of small and medium sized
businesses (SMEs) have written off unpaid debts in
the past year, according to new research* by Amicus
Commercial Finance, the specialist provider of flexible
working capital to SMEs. The average amount written
off by UK SMEs in the last year is £11,708, representing
just under £50bn in written off debts, or £134m every
day.
According to the study
conducted among 500 small
businesses owners, medium-sized
businesses with between 50 and
249 employees are the worst
affected by delayed payments
with a quarter (24%) of invoices
remaining unpaid after their
debtor day period or not at all.
Firms of this size lose an average
of £33,750 a year through unpaid
debts.
One-in-five (18%) SMEs said
they had lost contracts due to
cashflow problems. In order
to mitigate the impact of late
payments, growing numbers
of SMEs are turning to invoice
finance to secure reliable
cashflow. While 8% of firms said
they currently use invoice finance
an additional 19% of business
owners plan to use it in future

including 11% in the next 12
months.
Amicus Commercial Finance
provides a revolving working
capital facility based on a
proprietary invoice discounting
platform which utilises the latest
available technology and data
extraction methodology. The
firm’s proposition has proved
to be very attractive to a broad
range of businesses with a
turnover between £1m and £20m.
Its ‘Intelligent Cashflow’
solution is user friendly, making
it straightforward for firms
to access working capital. It
integrates seamlessly with a
business’s accounting system,
reconciling sales in real time,
updating availability of funds and
providing quick and easy access
to additional cashflow.

*Research conducted by Opinium online with 504 UK SME decision makers between
24-31st October 2016

Self Assessment customers
urged to register for
Personal Tax Account
HM Revenue and Customs
(HMRC) is urging the
south west’s 1.1 million
Self Assessment (SA)
customers to register for
a Personal Tax Account
(PTA), and see how easy
submitting a tax return
really can be.
The PTA is available to everyone
and, once registered, each
customer’s personal tax details
are stored in one convenient and
secure online place. Everything
needed to calculate and pay any
tax owed is right at the customer’s
fingertips, and it means getting

in touch with HMRC is faster too,
with access to services such as
webchat and virtual assistant.
Following its launch last
December, the PTA proved so
popular and simple to use that
850,000 customers chose to
submit their 2014/15 SA return
through the service between 1st31st January.
Customers submitting their tax
return online for the first time will
need to register for an activation
code, which will be posted to
them, and can take a couple of
days to arrive.
The deadline for Self Assessment
returns is 31st January.

Mazars discusses what to
consider when assessing an
overseas acquisition
Chris Hodge, Director of Transaction
Services at Mazars in Poole, discusses a
number of important points to consider
when assessing an overseas acquisition
opportunity.

Q: What should you consider when
making an acquisition overseas?
A: When successfully executed, an

acquisition can generate material growth,
synergies and savings for a business.
Chris Hodge, Director of
However, disappointingly, many deals
Transaction Services
fail to meet their stated targets. This
illustrates that there are many pitfalls when seeking to make an
acquisition and these are often even greater in the context of a cross
border transaction.

Q: So what can be done to minimise the risks relating
to an overseas acquisition?

A: In our experience, consideration of the following is key.
 Do you understand the local market? There are likely to be many
differences between your existing market and the market you are
looking to expand into. Take time to understand local competition,
differences in customer expectations and local emerging market
trends. Only then can you properly assess the opportunity and
develop a fit-for-purpose strategic plan.
 Can you work with local management? In many cases, especially
if the acquisition is your first step into a particular location, you will
be reliant on local management to implement your plans and drive
the business forward post acquisition. The ‘long distance’ nature
of the relationship and possible language barriers only accentuate
potential issues. It is therefore critical that you build a strong
relationship with management, and that you can trust them to be
the ‘face’ of your brand / products. As always, communication is key.
 Do you understand the cultural differences? You should never
underestimate how different local cultures are, even in continental
Europe. There are many examples of frustrations and problems
which could have been avoided through a mutual understanding
of how or why things are done differently.
 Do you have a robust post deal transformation plan? The first
100 days post acquisition are critical to the success of any deal.
Where long distances are involved they are even more important.
You should plan to spend a significant amount of time on site
immediately post acquisition. This will enable you to embed your
strategy and working practices before local ‘work arounds’ become
established.
It goes without saying that undertaking due diligence and using
local advisors, is key to understanding the legal, accounting and tax
frameworks in which the business operates. Mazars always encourage
a due diligence approach which incorporates commercial and
operational as well as financial aspects. However, when making an
acquisition overseas, understanding the local commercial landscape
and quickly establishing an integrated operating structure are
undoubtedly key to maximising the value from a deal.
All answers are for general guidance only and each case must be handled
on the individual facts.
For more information, contact: christopher.hodge@mazars.co.uk
or call 01202 680777.

Mazars LLP, 5th Floor, Merck House, Seldown Lane, Poole BH15 1TW

Tel: 01202 680777

www.mazars.co.uk
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+ SPECIAL FEATURE:

Award winning work
STAR CONSULTANT
Sandra Attrill has won the prestigious
Star Stylist Award for the eighth
year running at the recent House of
Colour annual awards.
Sandra won the award for
providing clients with fun, relaxed
and interactive classes, and has
helped numerous clients across the
county to feel more confident in
the skin they’re in both physically
and metaphorically. Through colour
analysis techniques the pigments
that sit underneath someone’s skin
can be defined to determine which
colours of clothing and accessories
Sandra Attrill
lift the face, rather than drain us.
Sandra started working for House of Colour nine years ago and in
March she will be celebrating her 10th anniversary with House of Colour.
House of Colour offers colour analysis, personal styling and image
consultancy across the UK.

+ www.houseofcolour.co.uk

Top 50 Tax Team of the Year

Winners of the 2016 Dorset Business Awards

2016 Dorset Business Award winners
L-r: Thomas Goldsworthy, WeAre778; Simon Rodway, WeAre778; Mark
Smith, Dayfold; Les Abbott-Fryer, Dayfold; and Adam Smith, WeAre778
Two Dorset businesses, Dayfold and WeAre778, have come out on top
against international brands to win at The Digital Printer Awards 2016
The Digital Printer Awards are one of the print industry’s most
respected and revered award ceremonies. Held at the glamorous
Marriott London, hundreds of print companies were in attendance to
celebrate the industry’s finest work. Among the night’s winners were
Verwood-based print company, Dayfold, and Bournemouth-based
full-service design and marketing agency, WeAre778, who received the
‘Finishing’ award.
Up against stiff competition, including work for international brands
such as World Wildlife Foundation and Sky, Dayfold and WeAre778
emerged the winners for their collaborative work on a brochure for
Jigsaw Interior Architecture.

Last chance to enter BTAs
L-r: Richard Karmel, Jac Berry, David Prestwich, Melanie Orriss,
Stephen Brown, Tim Davies, Alistair Fraser and Michael Tripp
Mazars, the integrated and independent international organisation
specialising in audit, accountancy, tax and consulting services, has
been awarded the Top 50 Tax Team of the Year award at the 2016 British
Accountancy Awards.
The awards ceremony took place on 29th November at The Brewery
on Chiswell Street in London.
The judging panel recognised, in particular, that the team from Mazars
‘looks to deal with the major challenges of delivering a modern-day tax
service, that of transparency and ethics. Alongside their approach (the
team) also illustrated their success with impressive figures.’
Tim Davies, Partner and UK Head of Tax at Mazars, commented,
‘On behalf of the team, we are delighted to have won this award.
To be recognised for our thought leadership, commitment to
clients, innovation and growth is true testament to our culture and
commitment, as well as our expertise.’
Senior Partner of Mazars UK, Phil Verity, continued, ‘Tax has always
been an area that Mazars is known for. Tim and the rest of our UK tax
team continuously work hard to deliver our services in a positively
different way. A way that supports our clients and adds value, considers
the specific needs of their businesses and the sectors in which they
operate, and is reflective of immediate and long-term changing market
conditions. This award is very much deserved.’
Mazars was also nominated for the National Team of the Year category
at the British Accountancy Awards, having won the previous year in
2015.
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FAB WEDDING SUPPLIER
SCOOPS AWARD FOR THIRD TIME

Pieces come together as WeAre778
and Dayfold win major industry award

Midnight on Monday 10th January 2017 is your last chance to enter
the 2017 Bournemouth Tourism Awards (BTAs). The awards are free
to enter and are open to any business which has been trading for
12 months or more which has an impact on the tourism industry in
Bournemouth.

Astounding enterprises celebrated in style at an ice kingdom-themed
2016 Dorset Business Awards Gala dinner, in association with the Daily
Echo and Dorset Echo.
Companies from across the region were honoured in 11 award
categories in front of an audience of more than 700 guests watching
the glittering ceremony, produced by Brighter Productions and hosted
by comedienne and television personality Debra Stephenson, at the
Bournemouth International Centre.
Organised by Dorset Chamber of Commerce and Industry and also
supported by Wave 105, the Dorset Business Awards have become
the largest of its type in the county and the awards ceremony a major
feature on the county’s annual business calendar.
Ian Girling, Chief Executive of Dorset Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, said, ‘From a game developer to an artisan chocolate firm
and a country house hotel to a provider of world-class transportation
and parking solutions, 11 businesses picked up prizes at the awards
ceremony.’
For a full list of winners visit:
www.bizmag.co.uk/News/newsStory.aspx?storyID=2538&sectionID=7

Litter Free Coast and Sea
Business Award Scheme

+ www.litterfreecoastandsea.co.uk

Inspire awarded
Independent Firm of the Year

Best in Britain

+ www.tourism-awards.co.uk/Bournemouth

Litter Free Coast & Sea (LFCS) has
announced the Business Award Scheme,
and is working together with businesses
to shape cleaner beaches and seas in
Dorset and East Devon.
The award scheme has been developed
for all coastal businesses which will help
establishments make simple, but effective,
improvements to reduce the impact to
local beaches and reward any efforts
made.
The Business Award Scheme allows
businesses (both inland and along the coast) to contribute to cleaner
beaches and a higher level of water quality. LFCS works closely with
each business, on a one to one basis, providing tailored advice and
creating a working network between its award holders.

Bournemouth-based special occasion
boutique Fab Frocks has won the ‘Best
Wedding Attire’ award at the 2016 Dorset
Wedding Supplier Awards.
Owner Tracie Beardsley said, ‘These
awards have been running for four years
and this is the third time we have won! We
are delighted with our hat-trick and to win
this prestigious award again.’
Fab Frocks is already a multi-award
winning business having also won
Bournemouth Tourism Awards 2015 Best
Shopping Experience as well as the Dorset Tracie Beardsley and Steve
Taylor from Fab Frocks
Business Awards 2015 Retail Award. It was
also shortlisted for the national Drapers Independent Awards this year.

Mandy Gardiner, Head of Payroll Services, (second left) and Ben Pilley,
Payroll Manager (second right) with the award-winning team at PW
Payroll Solutions
A Dorset company has been named as the UK’s Payroll Team of the Year.
PW Payroll Solutions beat off competition from six other finalists to
lift the trophy in the category for bureau/service providers at the 2016
Payroll Awards.
Mandy Gardiner, Head of Payroll Services, received the prestigious
award in front of 600 fellow payroll, human resources and finance
professionals at the Hilton London Bankside.
Founded more than 26 years ago, Poole-based PW Payroll Solutions
provides outsourced payroll services to over 450 clients nationally and
internationally. It is owned by chartered accountants and business
advisers PKF Francis Clark.

South coast accountancy firm, Inspire, has been crowned Independent
Firm Of The Year for Wales and the South West by the British
Accountancy Awards.
The prestigious title is awarded to the firm with a turnover of up to
£3m, which is able to show how it has added significant value to its
clients and across all service areas. Through their passion for helping
entrepreneurs to reach new heights, the team at Inspire were able to
demonstrate how their services have been fundamental in enabling
their clients to achieve their business goals.
Now in its sixth year, the British Accountancy Awards are regarded
as the industry’s most esteemed accolades. This year’s ceremony took
place at London’s premier event and fine dining venue, The Brewery,
with more than 600 guests from practices all over the country vying for
awards.
With a panel of 20 judges comprised of the very best of the profession,
they were impressed by the commercial awareness demonstrated by
Inspire’s staff, as well as being positioned fourth nationally in the Best
Employer Survey for the sector.
Founder and Managing Director of Inspire, Warren Munson said, ‘This
is a fantastic achievement by the Inspire team. It is incredible to get
recognition from within the industry that really reflects the different
way in which we develop relationships and deliver results for our
clients. We have had a fantastic 12 months developing our niche focus
on entrepreneurial businesses and are therefore really proud to have
received this award.’
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Collate celebrates 25 years...
and has been at the forefront of the Document Solutions Industry since 1991

DOCUMENT SOLUTIONS
MADE SIMPLE

With over 25 years extensive experience, Collate has successfully carved its way to become one of the
country’s leading suppliers of not only integrated office document technology and multifunction devices,
but market leading solutions to create efficiency and cost savings in document and information distribution.
Collate services customers across the South of England.

Definitely recommended

Why buy local?

The team at Collate strive to consistently deliver a premium service to
their valued customers. Their business is built on recommendation and
Collate works closely with its customers to ensure they feel comfortable
in definitely recommending Collate to their colleagues and associates as
having provided an outstanding experience.

By choosing local, independent businesses for your product and service
needs, you not only get real value and a personal service, you are also
helping to build a community, strengthen your local economy, create
jobs and opportunities, receive a better choice and most importantly
get a great deal. Local companies are generally smaller and you can find
you deal with real people instead of being just a number in the system
of a national company!

“Collate inspired confidence from the
start by listening to our needs here at
U-Drive, and using their knowledge
to provide excellent advice at a
competitive price; that coupled
with the smooth transition I have no
hesitation in recommending them.”

U-Drive – Richard Sutton, General Manager,
Portsmouth, Hampshire

“Collate have supplied and maintained
the Macmillan Caring Locally
photocopiers for years. The reason we
use Collate is that they consistently
provide a fast, professional and
responsive service at a competitive
price. They are genuinely a pleasure
to work with … We would definitely
recommend Collate.”

Macmillan Caring Locally – Neal Williams, Trust Secretary,
Christchurch, Dorset

“I and the RNLI would recommend
Collate Business Systems as a
supplier as they are always fast and
efficient. The staff are friendly and
ready to help, offering every solution
possible.”

RNLI – Caroline Slater, Networks and Telecoms,
Poole, Dorset

“I want control of my document output”
In partnership with Konica Minolta, Collate discuss the importance of
document management solutions for any business.

Collate’s experience has revealed that only 1 in 10 organisations know
what they spend on print.
Collate’s print and document management experts can work with
you to establish your current print expenditure and implement a print
management strategy to allow your business to become smarter,
simpler and greener, and save your business up to 30% on print
expenditure.

Be Smarter
Optimise the print
environment.
Comprehensive reports help
you optimise usage and
reduce costs across your
organisation.
Cost savings with print rules,
lets you control whether
prints are made in colour or
mono and simplex or duplex.

Work Simpler
Improve employee productivity. Give users the flexibility to retrieve
their print jobs at the most convenient device anywhere across your
organisation.
Enable simple authentication. Identify users before they print, copy or
scan. Employee ID cards, PINs, or user name and password can be used
for authentication.

Be Greener
Control colour usage. Allow colour printing specifically for those
employees who need it, therefore helping you reduce the use of paper,
toner and energy
Track eco-savings. Green reports show the savings to the natural
environment your company has achieved in terms of trees and
electricity.

COPIERS, PRINTERS, SCANNERS
DOCUMENT AND SCANNING SOLUTIONS
Speak to Collate today to see how your document
solutions can be made simple
0800 954 8113 | www.collate.co.uk
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We Make Solutions Simple

LAW

+ LAW LINES

sponsored by:

Law firm campaigns
for changes to divorce
Trethowans is backing
calls to take the blame out
of divorce.
Solicitors from the Poole firm are
throwing their weight behind
Resolution’s campaign for ‘no fault
divorce’.
Currently, there is only one
ground on which a petition for
divorce can be presented to the
court by either party and that
is that the marriage has broken
down irretrievably. To evidence
‘irretrievable breakdown’, the
person seeking the divorce relies
on a fact of adultery, unreasonable
behaviour, desertion or
separation.
Trethowans’ family law
experts, along with members
of Resolution, argue that the
need to blame a party for the
marriage breakdown can often
cause unnecessary difficulty and
conflict.
Grant Cameron, Partner in
Trethowans’ family team, says, ‘The
introduction of a “no-fault” divorce

Competition rising among the south’s law firms

could greatly assist in reducing
the inevitable tensions that arise
on marriage breakdown. Perhaps
more importantly, the “no-blame”
culture would allow couples
to focus on more important
issues, namely arrangements for
the children and the financial
consequences of divorce.’
150 members of Resolution
travelled to Westminster to
meet with their MP during Good
Divorce Week (28th November
– 1st December) to put forward
their argument for changes to
the law. While there, they also
campaigned to improve the rights
for cohabiting couples.
Nearly half of people aged 18-34
think that cohabiting couples
have the same legal rights as
married couples, according to
research from Resolution. Grant
says, ‘Living with your partner
does not of itself afford you any
legal rights and, in law, the status
of “common law husband and
wife” does not exist.’

modern law, traditional values
Moving
Movinghome
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Urgent warning about
government’s ‘risky’
online legal tool
Local Solicitor Chris
Keenan of Humphries
Kirk based in Wareham
has joined a number of
organisations representing
older and vulnerable
people to raise serious
concerns around the
government’s online
tool for creating Lasting
Powers of Attorney (LPAs).
An LPA is a legal document that
allows a person to appoint trusted
individuals to make important
decisions about care and finances
on their behalf, in the event of a
loss of mental capacity through
an accident or illness such as
dementia.
In May 2014, the government’s
Office of the Public Guardian
(OPG) launched its online LPA
tool, allowing people to create
the documents without the need
for professional advice from a
solicitor.
But a new report, published
by a coalition of organisations
led by Solicitors for the Elderly
(SFE), warns that anyone creating
an LPA without taking specialist
legal advice faces a significantly
higher risk of being left with
an ineffective legal document,
incurring additional application
fees, and even becoming a victim
of fraud or coercion.
Chris Keenan, Director of SFE
commented, ‘The prospect of
being able to submit an LPA
application entirely digitally is
extremely concerning, and raises
some serious questions around
the potential for fraud and
financial abuse.
‘The LPA process is generally
more complicated than people
might appreciate and not
obtaining advice on the choice
of Attorneys and the nature

Competitive pressure
among the region’s law
firms is on the rise,
according to new research
from accountancy and
investment management
group, Smith &
Williamson. Firms from
across the south coast and
the south east took part in
the survey.
The survey reveals that 60%
of the region’s law firms report
growing competition, with

niche firms representing the
primary challenge. Despite
this, confidence remains very
high with 93% of firms positive
about the year ahead. A focus on
specialist sectors, IT investment
and lateral hires are reported as
the three greatest opportunities
for the region’s law firms.
The survey also looked at
firms’ appetite for mergers and
acquisitions and 43% of firms are
looking to acquire or merge with
another firm in the coming year,
according to the survey. This is

Recently qualified

Chris Keenan
of their appointment as well
as the technical guidance and
instructions that can (and should)
be included within the document
can be damaging. The OPG
appear to be placing the cost
effectiveness of a digital strategy
as a higher priority than ensuring
that people receive appropriate
legal advice.’
SFE has recently conducted
a report, inviting participants
to create LPAs using the OPG’s
online tool and other DIY
methods. The study revealed
that most participants needed
to make significant changes
to the documents, rendering
them ineffective and requiring
additional application fees.
June McSparron, a 75-year-old
who participated in the study, said,
‘You’re exposing yourself to a lot of
risk by filling this form in on your
own. There are so many bits that
you can get wrong, and you can
easily be pressured into making
choices that you’re not entirely
comfortable with.’
Since the launch of the online
tool, the number of LPAs being
registered has increased steadily,
with the OPG actively trying to
convince more people to apply.
To download the report ‘The Real
Cost of DIY LPAs,’ visit
www.sfe.legal

Two years ago, Lauren Sessions
joined Hampshire law firm Warner
Goodman LLP as a Paralegal in the
personal injury team and now she
is celebrating the end of her time
as a trainee solicitor as she joins
the commercial property team on a
permanent basis.

a sharp increase since last year
when just 28% were seeking a
partner.
‘The right acquisition combined
with an effective strategy can
help firms to scale-up and
develop market presence in
a chosen niche or area, and
so set themselves apart. The
growing trend of relatively
small acquisitions can also help
to deliver benefits relatively
quickly compared to a merger of
two similarly sized businesses,’
said Rebecca Combes, Head
of Business Tax at Smith &
Williamson.
She continued, ‘Differentiating
the firm in a crowded
marketplace is considered a
major challenge by law firms,
while focusing on specialist
sectors can help firms to
strengthen their niche and so
differentiate themselves. Like any
brand, being able to explain and
demonstrate why your service
is different and superior to the

Rebecca Combes
competition is fundamental to
taking market share.
‘There are plenty of
opportunities out there, but the
growing strength of specialist
firms, coupled with the arrival of
new entrants to the legal sector
means firms must fight hard to
maintain market share and keep
up with clients’ growing demands.
The uncertain economic
environment compounds all this.
Ultimately, setting, deploying
and executing a strong strategy is
fundamental.’

09/02/2016 16:10
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+ SPECIAL FEATURE:

Staff solutions
Academy celebrates
jobs accolade

Mark Constantine with the Jobshop UK and Engage Executive Jobs
teams at the final directors’ lunch of 2016.

Lush CEO Mark Constantine
concludes Jobshop UK
directors’ lunches for 2016

Trust CEO, Debbie Godfrey-Phaure, celebrates the award with a team
of entrepreneurial students
It’s already been dubbed the most enterprising academy in the
country and now Bournemouth’s Avonbourne Trust has been awarded
five stars for preparing young people for work.
Avonbourne has become the first in Dorset to be awarded the
Bournemouth, Dorset and Poole (BDP) Employment and Education
Charter to add to its many other entrepreneurial accolades.
The Trust – which is also the first in southern England to become a
Peter Jones Foundation School – was assessed earlier this year and
given the highest possible score of five stars.

28 DAYS SPENT ON RECRUITMENT
New research* from Robert Half UK reveals that human resources (HR)
directors are spending a month (27.59 days) on average recruiting for
open positions within their organisation.
The recruitment process can be broken down into six key stages,
all of which take more than four days, on average to complete when
using their own in-house resources to manage. Screening CVs of job
applicants (5.19 days) and interviewing applicants (4.77 days) are the
most time intensive aspects, while candidate skills testing (4.18 days)
takes the least amount of time.
The time taken on the internal recruitment process has increased
over the last three years according to nearly half (49%) of HR
directors. Less than one in ten (8%) said the duration had decreased.
The challenge to find qualified candidates (59%) was listed as the
main reason for the increased time taken during the hiring process,
followed by the increase in number of CVs per job opening (52%) and
the increase in expectation of the desired candidates (33%).
Phil Sheridan, Senior Managing Director at Robert Half UK, UAE
and South America, commented, ‘While there is no denying the
importance of finding the candidate with the right expertise and
cultural fit, as the demand for highly skilled professionals grows,
taking too long to decide may see you miss out on your preferred
candidate. To ensure a robust, streamlined recruitment process, it is
essential that the job description and budget allocation are approved
ahead of time. A specialist recruitment consultancy can support by
leveraging insight into current hiring trends and having access to
an established pool of talent that may not be actively searching.
Recruitment consultants can manage the process – from sourcing
skilled candidates, filtering CVs and arranging interviews through
reference checks – allowing the hiring manager to remain focused on
their day-to-day responsibilities.’
* The annual study was developed by Robert Half UK and is conducted by an
independent research firm.
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While the Chancellor was unveiling the impact of Brexit on the UK
economy, a concerned group of local Directors met at the Jobshop
UK and Engage Executive Jobs’ Directors’ Lunch in The Hilton Hotel
in Bournemouth. In their fourth and final event of 2016, it was no
surprise that the biggest topic of conversation was concern for our local
workforce in a post-Trump, post Brexit world.
Jobshop UK Directors, Frances Miles and Tracey Wood, kicked off the
lunch with an update of the UK recruitment market which has changed
rapidly in the last 2 to 3 months. Whilst starting to pick up now, it is
an industry that tends to be the temperature gauge for changes in
the economy and they both shared their concerns of the 31.7million
in employment in Britain today, 1.6million unemployed and 750,000
vacancies. It would appear that the 1.6million could be seen to fill
the 750,000 vacancies but sadly, many of those included in these
unemployment figures are unable to take up work or do not have the
skills needed for the vacancies. If we lost the 3.2million non-British
workers in Britain as well, the figures will not add up.
Frances and Tracey highlighted three main areas currently affecting
recruitment in the local area: A Candidate shortage, highlighted even
further by our reliance on the 25% of the Poole workforce that don’t
hold British passports; a Skills shortage which has worryingly increased
from 30 to 70 sector areas in the last 18 months; and a Talent shortage
for more agile, inspirational and motivational workers that are able and
willing to work in this new fast-paced and unsure environment.
Directors, who attended from a range of industries including legal,
education, finance, retail and IT, agreed on one thing – a general feeling
of frustration and unease for the future.
Echoing this sentiment, guest speaker Mark Constantine, Co-founder
of Lush, who followed, pointed out that 75% of everything sold on
the high street today is made abroad. From Dyson Cleaners to New
Look shoes, the only two high street businesses that make all of their
products in Britain are Greggs and Lush. Thanking the Jobshop Directors
for illustrating the recruitment problems that Lush faced, as the 43rd
fastest growing company in Britain, he highlighted how much they
needed plenty of hands on deck.
Mark explained that the base roles of capitalism are freedom of
movement of capital, goods and people and that this is not a menu
where you can select one or the other. He went on to say that, in
his experience, the current climate in Britain is very anti-business,
predominantly caused by a crisis in our political parties, with both main
parties riven by the need to cut immigration but at the same time serve
capitalist businesses.
Discussion later from the floor raised concerns about the black
economy, unscrupulous competitors lying to customers and the effect
on the economy as currency contracts run out.
Mark closed his talk by asking members of the audience to try out
Lush’s latest product, Rump.
Jobshop UK Director, Frances Miles, commented, ‘We’ve been
delighted by the huge popularity of the Jobshop UK and Engage
Executive Jobs Directors’ Lunches, and have been privileged to have
some fascinating speakers who have helped make all the lunches a
sell-out success. Mark’son
presentation
was particularly pertinent with the
the move
233777
supported by andbondwilliams.co.uk
current economic and political climate,
2017 will see us01202
welcoming
more high profile and relevant speakers to the floor.’

people

Head of HR Recruitment at Bond Williams talks
outstanding service and candidate experience
Chris Pestell has been hired by
Bond Williams Professional
Recruitment to head its specialist
HR division.
He explains why keeping promises
and nurturing relationships with
both clients and candidates is
crucial to delivering outstanding
service and raising the bar in the
industry.

Chris Pestell, Head of HR Recruitment at Bond Williams

How long have you been in
recruitment?
I have 10 years’ experience in recruitment,
including hiring for interim, permanent and
executive positions, specialising in the HR
sector. This experience has led me to develop
the approach that nurturing relationships
consistently is vital to my success and all my
interactions with candidates and clients alike
is important for the future.’

What attracted you to
Bond Williams?
‘I have worked in large national practices
as well as smaller boutique firms and the
move to Bond Williams was prompted by the
opportunity to lead an already successful
division and play a big part in developing and
expanding their client base. I liked the fact that
they are an independent agency with niche
specialist divisions and really experienced
professional recruiters within these sectors.
‘They also have a great reputation amongst
local businesses and are known for
professionalism, quality, integrity, honesty and
excellent matching. I look forward to being
part of the company and developing client
and candidate relationships within the HR
sector around the region.’

How has the HR marketplace
changed and what are the
challenges?
‘Businesses increasingly understand that the
importance of a strong culture, employer
brand and a training & development offering
are central to the success of their business.
As such, strong HR leaders are a valuable asset
which businesses are willing to invest in as
their company grows.
‘HR professionals usually have excellent
knowledge of the recruitment process,
and they quickly recognise good practice
and efficiency. A recruiter who fails to
meet their expectations will not win their
confidence to assist them in finding their
next role or recruiting a colleague for their
team. Proactivity, clear communications
and following up when I promise to, are
paramount. Most of the clients I deal with have
been in the HR sector for several years and I
often feel I have to work hard to overcome any
misconceptions they have.’

How do you ensure a good
candidate experience?
‘The key to providing a quality candidate
experience is organisation and discipline.
Taking the time to phone a candidate to
tell them they haven’t been selected for
an interview is just as important as telling
others they have got the job! It is an essential
element of my relationship with that
individual, my brand and Bond Williams. I take
a truly consultative approach and act with
integrity and I think this is vitally important in
gaining the trust of someone who is placing
their career in my hands.’

What do you most love about
your job?
‘The highlights will always be calling a
candidate to offer them a job – it is fantastic
to be part of their career journey and I enjoy
seeing their sense of achievement. I also enjoy
working closely with clients’ businesses as a
“recruitment partner” because I get to be an
extension of their brand in the marketplace
and also reward their trust in me to find the
right person for their team.’

If you are looking for a new opportunity within Human Resources or
support in sourcing HR professionals, call Chris today on: 01202 233777.
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+ STAFF SOLUTIONS

South coast recruiter expands
and opens offices in Ringwood

Important information
if your annual wage bill
is less than £3m
Big changes to Apprenticeships are on the way for large
employers from May 2017. However, small and medium sized
businesses shouldn’t ignore them – there are some fantastic
opportunities to consider.

Apprenticeships have a
lot to offer SMEs

Dorset’s boutique recruitment specialist, Aspire Jobs, has announced
unprecedented growth, leading to the opening of new offices in
Ringwood and the appointment of one of the south coast’s most senior
recruitment specialists.
With 65% increase in business year-on-year, Aspire Jobs has come a
long way since it launched in 2011. The new year brings with it some big
changes, one of them being new offices on Ringwood High Street – the
gateway to London and with the M27 on its doorstep.
Aspire Jobs Founder, Helen Stacey says, ‘Having established Aspire
Jobs with an enviable reputation for exceptional delivery of a
personalised service to both clients and candidates, I decided to take
the plunge and expand the business. It made sense to do it in my home
town of Ringwood, which as a town is rapidly growing and attracting all
types of business to the area.’
The company’s expansion also sees the appointment of Joy Bruce,
who brings with her many years experience in the recruitment industry.
Joy will be taking on the role of Recruitment Business Partner, and is
anticipated to propel Aspire Jobs to even greater heights.
Contact the Aspire team on 07974 429217.

CIPD response to
ONS migration statistics
Commenting on the recent ONS labour market Statistics, Gerwyn
Davies, Labour Market Adviser at the CIPD, the professional body for
HR and people development, says:

Today’s migration figures show that the supply of EU
nationals to the UK labour market in the run-up to the
referendum grew ever stronger. However, the feedback from
CIPD members suggests that the currency depreciation, among
other factors, is already undermining the attractiveness of the
UK to live and work.
‘There is a strong likelihood that the recruitment and retention
challenges of employers will be exacerbated further when EU
migration restrictions are introduced, which will affect lowskilled employers especially. Employers therefore need to
urgently explore all recruitment channels and look at underutilised groups of the labour market, starting with young people
and students, to offset the risk of looming labour shortages.
‘Employers in many industries have arguably benefited
from the ready supply of EU migrant labour and become too
blinkered in their recruitment strategies and now is the time to
act and increase investment in skills at the same time.
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Apprenticeships are rapidly
becoming a preferred route for
businesses of all sizes to recruit
and train staff. While the new
Apprenticeship Levy will only
directly affect any business with
an annual payroll in excess of £3m,
other changes will directly impact
on small or medium sized firms.
Matt Butcher, Account Manager
from The Bournemouth & Poole College said that ‘Apprenticeships
are a great deal because they offer a cost effective recruitment
option. According to the National Apprenticeship Service, 75%
of apprentice employers say Apprenticeships help them to cut
recruitment costs and 80% say that they will play a bigger part in
their future recruitment policy.’
Matt went on to explain that Apprenticeships are much more than
a way of saving money. ‘The College works with over 2,000 employers
and many are SMEs. They tell us that Apprenticeship programmes
offer relevant training and that apprentices are making their business
more productive.’

Government help targeted at SMEs
The government wants to further encourage SMEs to take on
apprentices. Theresa Moore, Director of Apprenticeships at
The College explained, ‘It’s great news for SMEs from May 2017,
because if you have an annual payroll of £3m or less, you won’t have
to pay into the Apprenticeship Levy and the government will
co-invest 90% towards the cost of Apprenticeship training. You will
only need to contribute 10%.’
The news is even better for businesses with less than 50 employees.
Theresa continued, ‘If you employ a 16-18 year old apprentice you
will have your 10% contribution
waived - the cost of training the
!
W
NE
young person will be free.’
£1,000 incentive for
Bournemouth & Poole
College are running a series of
employing young
Apprenticeships presentations
apprentices
aimed at SMEs – to find out
The government has recently
more call 01202 205550.
announced a new £1,000
incentive for every business
that employs an apprentice.
This applies to anyone who
recruits a 16-18 year old
apprentice or an apprentice
aged 19-24 who has been in
care or has a care plan.
Contact Bournemouth
& Poole College today on
01202 205550 to find out more!

We’re here to help you ..... with your business
and commercial conveyancing matters in 2017
Partner and Solicitor Tony
Mellowes heads up Dibbens
Commercial Conveyancing
Department supported by a
knowledgeable team.
We have years of experience in
dealing with commercial property.
We can help guide you through
the transaction and negotiate the
documentation according to your
particular circumstances and needs.
Our services include Property related
work, general business affairs and
litigation and is available to investors,
landlords or tenants and companies.
Solicitor Anna Curtis heads our
Litigation Department and can also
provide advice and assistance in
relation to non-contentious business.
Time spent negotiating the right
terms from the outset can avoid
misunderstandings later. Should
a conflict arise then a well-drafted
document will help clarify where
responsibility rests in resolving the
issue.

We can assist in the following areas:  Buying and selling commercial
property for occupation or
investment.
 Leasing business premises as a
Landlord or a Tenant
 Lease Renewals
 End of Lease negotiations
(Dilapidations)
 Small business sale and
purchases
 Contracts of Employment

Tony Mellowes - Partner

 Employment documentation
 Settlement Agreements
following the ending of
employment
Dibbens is a long-established firm
with a modern approach located
in the centre of Wimborne. We
celebrate our 140th birthday this
year so we must be doing something
right. Give us a try in 2017 and we
will show you want we can do.
For further information on our full
range of legal services please call our
office or you can visit
www.dibbens.co.uk

Anna Curtis - Solicitor

Wimborne 01202 882456
www.dibbens.co.uk


Family Matters



Trusts



Conveyancing



Accidents



Making a Will



Lasting Powers of Attorney



Commercial Property



Litigation



Probate



Mental Capacity Law



Employment



Tax Planning

Dibbens Solicitors • 3 West Borough • Wimborne • Dorset • BH21 1LU
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+ THE COACH

How to make

2017

2017 is here and many people
begin to wonder what the year
will have in store for them. Life
coach to some of the UK’s most
successful people Michael Serwa
explains how you can make
2017 your best year yet with the
correct mindset.
Michael Serwa explains, ‘Even
if you have had a good year
so far, there is always room for
improvement. You don’t need to
make one big difference to your
life to improve it. You can make
the new year great by making a
series of small changes daily.
‘You can start by setting yourself
goals. It is the single most
important thing you can do for
your own personal development.
These don’t have to be workrelated goals either; they can be
financial, personal and physical.
To put it simply, it’s whatever you
feel you want to change. If you do
not have goals you are like a boat
without a sail. The winds of life
will blow and you’ll find yourself
drifting. When you have a sail, you
can catch the wind and use it to
push yourself in the direction you
want to go. A key tip is to chart

your best year yet
your progress. This way you can
see the changes you have made.
Goals are simply dreams with
deadlines.
‘Stop making excuses. I love
saying, “If you really want to do
something, you will find a way. If
you don’t, you will find an excuse.”
If we look for an excuse to not do
something we will find one. There
is no reason to let something stop
you doing what you love. If you
have a concept that you could
talk about for hours, why not
put that idea into action? Break
it down into smaller tasks you
can do every day and soon you’ll
realise the positive developments
you have made in your life. Quit
making excuses and do what you
want to do.
‘We all should be trying new
things. The start of a new year is
exciting. The Christmas season

is over and you’ve been able to
wind down and begin the year
fresh. If you’ve been given a new
start, then why keep doing the
same actions? You must make
yourself do something different.
Try listening to new music, eating
different food and travelling to
unfamiliar destinations. It’s all
about expanding your horizons
and learning about yourself.
This can be fun and is easier to
do than you think. Think about
what you can do to make your
life better. Try meditation, it isn’t
for everyone but it can help you
become more focused, peaceful
and productive.
‘Stop criticising yourself. We are
our own biggest critics, nobody
is as harsh on us as we are on
ourselves. Why do we do this?
If we do this in front of others
it gives them opportunity to

criticise us. The only relationship
you can be 100% certain of is the
one you have with yourself.
By making yourself the
top priority you’ll save the
relationship and understand how
great you are.
‘Don’t try to be perfect. It will
lead to a life of disappointment.
It is impossible to be perfect in
anything or for anyone. Instead
you should do your best and if
that isn’t enough for someone
then let them not be happy with
it. The happiest people are often
the ones who don’t try to be
perfect.’
Michael Serwa is in the process
of writing his second book
following the success of his
first. His first book ‘From Good
to Amazing: No Bullsh*t Tips
for The Life You Always Wanted’
is a collection of ‘top tips’ from
different areas of personal
development and assists readers
in changing their lifestyles for
the better. This received praise
from best-selling authors
and entrepreneurs including
Ben Harrington, Education
Ambassador at Peace One Day.

NEBOSH National General Certificate
in Occupational Health and Safety
2017 DATES AND LOCATIONS
March
13th to the 17th

USE YOUR £175
STANDARD LEARNING CREDITS

4

MONTHLY

INTEREST FREE

PAYMENT PLANS
AVAILABLE

April
10th to the 14th

27th to the 31st

and

24th to the 28th

SALISBURY

22nd to the 26th

GUTERSLOH

3rd to the 7th

COLCHESTER

Exam: 1st May

May
8th to the 12th

and

Exam: 29th May

June / July
26th to the 30th

and

Exam: 10th July

September
4th to the 8th

and

18th to the 22nd

Exam: 25th September

October / November
16th to the 20th and 30th to the 3rd
Exam: 6th November

SPECIAL OFFER
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07841 023522

CATTERICK
LUDGERSHALL

JUST £1,200 PLUS VAT

DORSET HEALTH
LTH AND SAFETY LTD
L

CONTACT US TODAY:

WEYMOUTH

and

Exam: 3rd April

info@dorsethealthandsafety.com

The lightbulb moment
How Becky Craig of Blu Lake helped Joe Huey turn
past trauma into a flourishing new business
Jo Huey was struggling with her new Business Solutions company. She had set it
up in October 2015 to help other women with the administrative and operational
aspects of business. However, despite doing ‘everything by the book’, Jo’s company
wasn’t making the progress it should and Jo wasn’t enjoying the challenge that
should accompany a new venture.
and therefore wasn’t motivating
her as it should. I helped her to
take a step back, look at what
she really wanted to do with
her life, and then work out the
steps to make it happen as
well as building self-belief and
confidence in her new direction.’

Jo was at a low point,
disheartened, stressed, and
frustrated.
‘It was like chasing a ball that
kept getting away just as I was
about to pick it up,’ she explains.
The turning point came for Jo
when she met Becky Craig of Blu
Lake. Blu Lake provides coaching
and development for individuals
and teams who are seeking clarity
and focus. Becky helps people
come to terms with change, to
see it as something positive, and
to embrace the opportunities that
change can bring. Becky spent
time with Jo, encouraging her to
question herself. What was she
passionate about? What really
resonated with her? What were
her core values?
This was, as Jo, herself, admits,
a ‘bit of a light bulb moment’. Jo
had an important story to tell and
some major life experiences to
pass on…
Jo is the adult child of an
alcoholic father. She knows, first
hand, how alcoholism impacts
on the family; the trauma, the
disappointments, embarrassment,
and lost opportunities. She also
knows how to get through that
turbulence and uncertainty; and
she knows how to spot the signs
of children and young people
who are going through a similar
experience.
Through Becky’s help, Jo
realised this is where she should
be focusing her talents, time and
resources – utilising her specialist,

Fully qualified in Neuro
Linguistic Programming and
Emotional Freedom Techniques,
Jo now offers 1:1 sessions to
people who are dealing with the
impact of alcohol on their lives
and is available as a speaker and
workshop leader on the subject.
Becky Craig
niche area of knowledge and
experience.
With Becky’s assistance, Jo set
about completely overhauling her
company. Becky set achievable
goals and produced written
notes and guidance so that Jo
had something to refer to. Becky
worked with Jo on the image
she wanted to project –looking
at colour, use of language,
personal dress style. Becky was
always on hand to give support
and encouragement. She still
maintains regular e-mail contact
and they meet every couple of
weeks.
Becky explains:
‘When I first met Jo she wasn’t
getting any sense of satisfaction
or achievement from her new
business. She was forcing herself
into a role that didn’t make the
best use of her talents and skills

‘I’ve finally caught that ball,’ says
Jo ‘but I couldn’t have done it
without Becky. Becky’s approach
combines great personality,
humour, understanding and
professionalism. She asks the
questions which challenge you
to find the answers yourself.
She brings a clarity of vision to
a situation and takes away the
pressure you put on yourself. I
would recommend her to anyone.’
For further information about
Becky Craig and BluLake,
visit www.blulake.co.uk,
contact becky@blulake.co.uk
or call 07714 329229.

Martin Norbury

I don’t work
Fridays
Scalability Coach and
bestselling author, Martin
Norbury, warns that start-ups
and SME’s are failing because
they are simply not asking
their business the right
questions: ‘SME’s account for
at least 99% of the businesses
in every main industry*, yet
55% will fail to make their
fifth birthday**. But imagine
what the future would look
like if the business leadership
team could always learn
from its mistakes. A growing
business is an evolving,
dynamic entity that has ALL
of the answers; getting stuck
in the day-to-day and in a
“we’ve always done it this
way” mind-set will block
growth and limit learning
potential.’
In his number 1 Amazon
Bestseller I don’t work
Fridays, Norbury explains
why the entrepreneur is
the wrong person to grow
their business, and reveals
a simple 5-step formula to
give leaders confidence, a
clear structure and process
to follow, and a set of simple
tools to help business owners
achieve growth and realise
their ambitions – without
growing broke. I don’t work
Fridays can be purchased on
Amazon.
* Business Population Estimates for
the UK and Regions in 2015. The
FSB. November 2015.
** The Business of Numbers. Fair
Finance. 16th February, 2016.
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NEW JAPANESE INSPIRED RESTAURANT
OPENS IN BOURNEMOUTH

Following its stunning premiere in London in
2014 Events in the Sky has selected five UK
cities, including Southampton, to give the
public this once in a lifetime opportunity to
dine in the sky.
Suspended 100ft above ground, the
Southampton in the Sky restaurant will
offer breakfast, lunch, dinner, afternoon and
evening cocktail flights for guests looking to
enjoy the very best food and drink the region
has to offer – a sensational gastronomic
experience not to be missed.
The exciting announcement that awardwinning and world-leading top luxury
country house hotel, Chewton Glen, will be
a restaurant partner during this four days
of heady eating, has already caused huge
interest in the event.
Andrew Stembridge, Managing Director
Chewton Glen Hotel said, ‘We were delighted
to receive the invitation to get on board
with this exciting event as it launches in
Southampton. We can’t wait to bring our
award-winning chef and fantastic team to the
skies over the city, for what will surely be a
truly ‘gastro-nautical’ experience.’
The table seats 22 guests with a head chef,
sommelier and waiting team serving from
the pop-up kitchen in the centre of the table,
whilst in the sky. Guests are securely fastened
in their seats before the table is raised 100ft
from the ground and their experience begins.
Southampton in the Sky will run from
the 21st-24th September 2017 in Guildhall
Square, Southampton. With nine sittings per
day, guests have the choice of breakfast (£50),
lunch (£125), dinner (£150), afternoon drinks
(£75) and evening drinks (£75).

+ www.eventsinthesky.co.uk
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A brand new restaurant serving Japanese
inspired cuisine has officially opened in
Bournemouth. The Katsu Bar & Restaurant,
based on Lansdowne Road, celebrated its
grand opening to great reviews from their
invited guests, a mix of local business owners
and key individuals from across the town.
The 80-seater restaurant, arranged over two
floors, has been launched by businessman
Chris Bialan, Chairman of Poole-based The
Affinity Care Group and his daughter Jess,
a second year medical student at Keele
University, together with local restaurateur
Tak Ho, who also owns the town’s highly
successful Noodle Bar.
‘The emphasis is very much on providing
diners with a culinary feast of dishes that
they may not have ordinarily tasted. As well
as our signature Katsu Curry dish, we have a
range of small plates and mains that include
burgers, fried chicken and the most popular

Katsu dish in Japan, Tonkatsu – a thick cut
pork loin in breadcrumbs served with a spicy
Tonkatsu dressing,’ remarked owner Tak.
The kitchen is led by Head Chef Steve
Richardson, himself no stranger to Japan
having visited the country numerous times,
resulting in his passion for bringing their
unique twist on cuisine to Bournemouth. And
it’s not just the food that has been inspired by
the Land of the Rising Sun. A wide range of
oriental inspired beers and spirits are on offer
at the Bournemouth eatery, with local craft
beers being introduced on a monthly basis.
The restaurant is open for both lunch and
dinner seven days a week and its downstairs
seating area – nicknamed the Zen Den – is
available for parties and celebrations. An
outside seating area, the Zen Garden, has also
been created at the rear of the restaurant to
give extra space during the warmer months.

Cat café overwhelmed
with job applicants

The Wood Oven launches
online home delivery

Pause Cat Café, near
Horseshoe Common,
Bournemouth is set
to be the south’s
first cat café. Pause
advertised eight paid
positions and many
voluntary roles via free
job listing site indeed
and received over 500
applications in just a
week.
Cat cafés started in
Taiwan in 1998 and
have become popular
all over the world for
people who can’t have
their own pets or just
enjoy spending time
with cats.
Customers can book
slots for £5 per hour,
which will fund the cats’
care and community projects. The café will be the cats’ home and cater
to all of their needs.

After a very successful
first summer of serving
pizzas to beach goers
on Boscombe beach
(Bournemouth), The
Wood Oven pizza
takeaway has launched
its very own online
home delivery service
with a shiny fleet of two
bikes and a car.
Mark Cribb, Owner
of The Wood Oven
said, ‘Throughout the
summer The Wood Oven was serving up to 500 pizzas a day to people
on the beach – more than we could have hoped for. The customers’
feedback on the unique toppings and the traditional way that the pizzas
are cooked in a wood oven was encouraging.
‘We had an awful lot of people asking us if we could deliver to beach
huts as well as their homes. So, a home delivery service was the ultimate
next step for us and we hope that people within 4 miles of The Wood
Oven will enjoy our pizzas throughout the year and not just summer on
the beach!’
The Wood Oven pizza takeaway opened in summer 2016 and is the
‘little brother’ of Urban Reef Restaurant which sits adjacent to it on
Boscombe Beach.

WEYMOUTH PAPER BOY
AND MAGICIAN REOPEN
NEW BOND STREET PUB

Credit: Lorraine Poole Photography

Dine in the sky

+ www.thewoodoven.co.uk

+ www.katsubar.co.uk

”THE QUALITY OF THE INGREDIENTS IN MY CURRY WERE EXCELLENT
AND TASTE WAS AWESOME. WILL DEFINITELY BE BACK”
JLETTS, Tripadvisor, October 2016

L-r: Russ Andrews, Patrick Brice and Michael Singer

ORDER ONLINE FOR FREE DELIVERY WWW.THAIWORKS.CO.UK

One of Weymouth’s oldest paper boys and a local magician helped mark
the opening of a New Bond Street pub, following a six figure investment
that has created four new jobs.
Patrick Bryce, aged 82 and Russ Andrews joined General Manager
Michael Singer to cut the ribbon on the newly reopened White Hart,
which has undergone a significant transformation.
As part of the investment, the Greene King owned pub has received a
complete makeover with the bar being revamped and the introduction
of an extended selection of local and national ales, and world beers.
In addition, the food offering has been enhanced with the pub
unveiling a mouth-watering new menu that features dishes such as jerk
chicken and slow cooked pork belly.

Choose 3 delicious dishes from our daily changing brasserie menu
1812, Exeter Road, Bournemouth, BH2 5AG. Tel: 01202 20 30 60

FREE PARKING FOR ALL DINERS
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Spring
delivery for
new vehicles

Phil Pannell, Yellow Buses
(second left), with Colin
Robertson, (second right); Arthur
Whiteside, and Martin Brailey,
ADL, in front of a E400 doubledecker at Euro Bus Expo 2016.

Yellow Buses is to take delivery
of six new double-deckers at a
cost of £1.3m.
The bus company has
placed an order with Scottish
manufacturer Alexander
Dennis Ltd (ADL) for its new
MMC E400 model.
Delivery is scheduled for
spring, ready for Yellow Buses’
busy summer period.

Tacho and CPC
data available
Following a recent survey of
over 100 senior UK haulage
fleet managers, conducted
by the Association for Driving
Licence Verification (ADLV),
the DVLA has now agreed to
supply Tacho and CPC Data
to the haulage industry. The
data will be made available
in the new year, alongside
driving licence data already
available through the ADLV.
The ADLV welcomes the
news to make the data
available and believes that it
can be used to significantly
reduce employer risk, ensure
a better-trained workforce
and improve road safety.
+ www.adlv.co.uk
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Traffic congestion costs Bournemouth
businesses an estimated £8 million a year
Traffic congestion is costing Bournemouth
businesses approximately £8m a year in lost
productivity, according to research conducted by
TomTom.
The TomTom Traffic Index has found traffic in the
town increases the time each vehicle spends on the
road by 135 hours a year – more than 17 working
days. This could equate to a cost of £7,959,6002 in
time spent sitting in traffic for the 8,800 commercial
vehicles operated in Bournemouth.*
This is part of a wider problem across the UK, with
the cost to businesses in the 25 most congested
cities and towns standing at £767,937,250.
‘Traffic congestion may be seen as a fact of life
for every driver but, cumulatively, it is taking a
heavy toll on the UK economy and this should not
be accepted as an inevitability,’ said Beverley Wise,
Director UK & Ireland for TomTom Telematics.
‘Making the most of billable time is key to
profitability for any business, so organisations
that rely heavily on a mobile workforce must look
for ways to maximise the time employees spend
actually doing jobs by minimising time spent on the
road.
‘Through smarter planning, routing and
scheduling, companies can help their drivers to
better avoid traffic, which could not only have an
impact on productivity but also customer service.
Previous research conducted by TomTom Telematics
among UK van drivers found 90% admit to arriving
late for customer appointments – with 93% citing

traffic as the reason.’
The biggest financial hit was felt in London,
where £237m is lost to traffic each year, followed
by Manchester (£157,729,390) and Birmingham
(£81,364,800).
Wise added, ‘Telematics solutions can help
businesses mitigate the effect of traffic congestion
and minimise time spent on the road. Firstly,
drivers can be navigated along the fastest routes
based on anticipated congestion spots and traffic
information. But the data provided by telematics,
including GPS location, ETAs and job status, can also
be used to inform smarter planning where daily
schedules are optimised to help ensure the most
appropriate driver is sent to each job at the most
appropriate time.’
* Stats from the DVLA state that by the end of 2015 there were
8,800 light goods and heavy goods vehicles registered for use
on the roads in Bournemouth.

When it rains, it kills – warning
to south west drivers
Highways England has a new safety campaign
warning drivers that ‘when it rains, it kills’ after the
latest statistics showed that people are 30 times
more likely to be killed or seriously injured on the
roads in rain than in snow. The figures also reveal
that travelling too fast for the current conditions
was identified as a factor in one in nine road deaths
in Great Britain in 2015.

Lucketts gears up for growth

Lucketts Managing Director Tony Lawman
Lucketts, one of the country’s leading coach travel firms, is gearing
up for growth with the appointment of a new managing director to
spearhead the company’s next phase of expansion.
Tony Lawman joined the south coast based company last year as
finance director with a view to taking the helm of Lucketts which
celebrated 90 years in business in 2016.
His experience includes 23 years in the army working in logistics and
transport. He also worked in finance and is a chartered management
accountant and has worked for companies including Pitney Bowes and
the Langmead Group in West Sussex.
Owners Ian Luckett and Steve Luckett will still play an active role in the
company but feel that now is the right time to bring in Tony to guide the
firm through its next growth phase.

FOR UNBEATABLE
PRICES ON
NEW AND PART
WORN TYRES IN
BOURNEMOUTH
AND POOLE

All new Wilton Classic & Supercar 2017
Tickets for Wilton Classic & Supercar (WCS) 2017 are
now on sale ahead of the inaugural 3rd-4th June
weekend.
Hosted by Lord Pembroke at his ancestral home of
nearly 500 years, Wilton House is the perfect venue
for guests not only to see the greatest hypercars,
supercars and classic cars, including the industry’s
latest, but also to learn about the people behind
them and the many amazing stories they have to
tell.
Lord Pembroke has been attracting supercars to
Wilton since 2009 when he held his first supercar
fundraiser, but a lot has changed since then and,
having taken a year out to plan the all-new Wilton

Classic and Supercar for 2017, something very
special is promised for 3rd-4th June.
As Richard Sutton, WCS’s new Event Director
explains, ‘The new Wilton Classic and Supercar is
a very big investment by Lord Pembroke and its
new features are designed to fascinate, entrance
enthusiasts of all ages from the moment they arrive.
The biggest and highest quality supercar rally in the
country will be one big cornerstone, but there will
be a huge breadth of insight and entertainment all
weekend. At WCS it’s all about what people do with
their cars – road trip, playlist, invention, adventure.
It’s not just a bunch of cars on lawns.’

NEW AND PART WORN TYRE SPECIALIST.
UNBEATABLE PRICES AND GREAT
COLLECTION OF TYRES FROM BUDGET TO
HIGH PERFORMANCE.
WE OFFER THESE SERVICES: ALL BRANDS – PREMIUM & BUDGET
 NEW & PART-WORN TYRES – CARS,
SUVs, 4X4s & VANS

Tiff Needell chats to the happy owner of a Ferrari
F40 at Wilton in 2015. F40s will feature in the new
event’s Wilton Wow! on Saturday 3rd June.
Photo credit: CS Digital Automotive

 10% DISCOUNT ON NEW TYRES
FOR TAXIS
 BALANCING & FITTING
 PUNCTURE REPAIRS FROM £10

6 months
warranty on
selected tyres at
no extra cost!
All sizes

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
624-626 Ashley Road, Parkstone BH14 0AW
Tel: 01202 950404 • www.tyre-station.co.uk

Macmillan Dorset Bike Ride
gets new sponsor for 2017
Westover Group is to join
Sunseeker International
and a small handful of other
companies in sponsoring
the Macmillan Dorset Bike
Ride – one of Macmillan
Cancer Support’s biggest
fundraisers in the region.
The ride, which takes place
on Sunday 2nd July 2017,
starts from Corfe Mullen
Recreation Ground. There
are various routes available
covering 10, 38, 48, 60 and
100 miles, designed to suit
everyone from relaxed
family groups through to
regular riders. Roughly 800
cyclists take part in the
event each year, which raises
around £80,000.
As well as offering financial
assistance, Westover will
Peter Smith-Nicholls (organiser) and
also be providing two cars
Mark Whittam from Westover
to help move organisers and
volunteers around the courses on the day of the Macmillan Dorset Bike
Ride.

+ www.macmillanbikeride.com

Cambelt
Centre
E
VAT FRE
Cambelts Replaced • Air Conditioning
Diagnostics • All Major Engine Repairs
General Vehicle Servicing & Repairs

01202 280083
11 Telford Road
Ferndown Industrial Estate
Dorset BH217QP

www.cambelt-centre.co.uk
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Confidence
rebounds as
landlords move
to limit impact of
tax changes
Buy to Let lending to limited
companies hits 100,000 in
first nine months of 2016 as
landlords pre-empt 2017 tax
changes
Landlord confidence bounces
back from record low in 2016
as they take action; 54% now
hold a positive outlook for their
portfolios, up from just 39% in
Q2 2016
Rents reach record high despite
post-stamp-duty surge in
supply, and will rise faster in
2017 as landlords’ costs rise
Value of PRS climbs £174bn to
£1.3trn in 2016, with steady
growth in rental population and
rapid rise in property values
Landlord confidence has bounced
back following recent government
intervention as investors look to
secure mortgages through limited
companies or increase rents
in reaction to higher tax costs,
according to the fifth edition of
Kent Reliance’s Buy to Let Britain
report.
Andy Golding, Chief Executive
of OneSavings Bank, which trades
under the Kent Reliance and
InterBay brands in buy to let,
comments, ‘Property investors have
had to roll with punches in 2016.
The stamp duty levy clearly took its
toll on the market, and combined
with the forthcoming tax changes,
landlords have felt at the mercy of a
political agenda. But confidence is
returning as landlords take action to
limit the damage to their finances.
The use of limited companies is
soaring, and rents are increasing,
even after one of the biggest surges
in rental supply in recent history.
‘Only through a substantive and
long-term building programme
across all tenures will we see an
end to escalating house prices and
rents. The Chancellor has moved
to provide more support for house
building, but it is not yet enough to
see the step-change in supply that
we need.’
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Historic hotel to
receive a make over
Greendale Construction Ltd has commenced
work on an extensive £580k, 30 week build and
refurbishment project on The Priory, Wareham,
which will see the historic riverside hotel updated
and transformed by spring.
The Dorset chartered builders will be
constructing a new restaurant at the Grade 2 listed
hotel, creating 60 covers, as well as a new kitchen,
preparation and servery. The new restaurant will
be a modern single storey open-plan structure on
Purbeck stone plinths with clay roof tiles running
at a 90° angle to the main building down towards
the river Frome. The oak roof trusses will create a
vaulted ceiling with oak clad weatherboard walls
and large glazed areas onto covered walkways.
Greendale Construction and the design team are
working very closely with the listed building and
planning departments as well as an arboriculturist,
to ensure the new extension does not damage
existing flora and fauna, or the historic remains of
the priory.

Director, Greendale Construction, Rob Hooker;
Managing Partner, The Priory, Jeremy Merchant

Garden centre gains planning approval

Retail and Marketing Director Terry Head, Centre
Manager Jason Carter and Martin Stewart with
designer drawings
Stewarts Garden Centre at Broomhil, near
Wimborne, has gained planning approval for
a major redevelopment of the centre that was
originally built in the mid-seventies. Martin
Stewart, Managing Director of the family owned
group of horticultural businesses, says that he
is delighted that the proposed development
of an Oak Structured restaurant, coffee lounge
and new staff and public facilities designed by
Southampton-based Plum Architects have been

welcomed by planners.
‘The expansion is not to develop just another
giant centre, in fact the footprint of the new
building only slightly exceeds the current structure.
We aim to create a more intimate, friendly and
interesting destination for anyone keen on
horticulture and to offer some convenience for
supplies to local people,’ says Martin Stewart.
Key features for the centre will include
professionally run educational training facilities
for horticultural and crafts training for groups and
planned talks and demonstrations. The current
commercial nursery will also be updated with
new buildings that will allow access to the public
to view the businesses’ ‘home grown’ plants. The
popular animal area enjoyed by children to see
some of the livestock owned by the Stewarts will
remain a feature.
Martin Stewart says that the cost of the
development is not finalised but it will be
over £1m. The centre will remain open once
building commences in 2018 using locally
sourced contractors. There will be additional job
opportunities to boost the current team on the site
from 110 to an estimated 120.

Go-ahead for barn suites at luxury New Forest hotel
Hotel guests at the prestigious The Montagu
Arms in the New Forest will enjoy the ‘suite’ life
when new luxury accommodation is opened
this year.
Award-winning planning and design
consultancy Terence O’Rourke has won planning
permission for Greenclose Hotels Ltd to convert
a listed traditional barn in the grounds of the
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historical hotel in Beaulieu to create two stylish
guest suites.
This will expand the accommodation to 24
rooms at The Montagu Arms, which was built
in the 17th century and combines the charm
and exemplary service of a country house hotel
with gourmet dining at the acclaimed Terrace
Restaurant.

“Investing in new
products to ensure our
customers have the
best solutions to help
their business grow”
SIMON WHITE | CEO | ENHANCED

Personal, professional, award
winning technology support
For more information or to discuss
your technology requirements
telephone 01202 308000
or visit www.enhanced.co.uk

Connected
solutions
for today’s
business needs

ENHANCED work with companies who
believe that technology is at the core
of their business growth

Accounting & ERP | CRM | eCommerce | Consultancy
Development & Integration | Web | Infrastructure | Support

We’re keeping
watch for you
Proactive Watchpoints from Blue Chip

Human error can easily have a disastrous effect on your IT if an essential system check is forgotten. Blue
Chip’s Fully-Managed Service incorporates Proactive Watchpoints, designed to reduce downtime by preemptively scheduling System Maintenance tasks and systematically maintaining infrastructure systems
in line with vendor best practice, ensuring that your systems are always at their optimal performance.
Instead of leaving things to chance, don’t forget to let Blue Chip keep watch for you.
www.bluechip.com

